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—“that: thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations.”
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VOL. I. GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, JULY 1, 1831. NO. 47.
.GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTEB
TRANSUBSTANTIATION—A DIALOGUE.
EXTRACTS. •
Father D. “ Let us begin with the Mass.—The 
mass is that service in which the elements of 
bread and wine are consecrated by the priest, and 
changed into the real body and blood of Christ, 
and offered up to God an unbloody sacr.fice for sin. 
Now you need only look into the Testament, 
which you think is all on your side, and you will 
there find, That Christ says of the b?ead, in so 
many words, ‘this is my body,’ and of the wine,
‘ This is my blood.’ What can you say against a 
matter so plain itself?”
Andrew, “I acknowledge sir, that the words 
are to be found as you have stated them. But 
you will please to observe, that every vord is not 
to be understood in a strict literal sense. St. Paul 
says of the rock, out of which the water came to 
the Israelites, ‘That rock was Christ.’ (1 Cor. xx. 
4.) But surely'it would be wrong to suppose that 
the piece of stone was really Christ; yet we have 
as good a right to say it was, as that the b-ead and 
wine in the mass are his real body and Wood. I 
amrnot learned, sir; but common sense teaches 
me, that if our Saviour’s words may bt understood 
in such a way as does not make him sp»ak what 
seems the greatest contradiction imag», ble, it is 
in that sense that t.hp>» Now,
' sir, I take those words as if they signified that this 
bread and wine did actually become flesh and 
blood, I must suppose, first, that a part of our 
Load’s body was placed upon the table, after he 
had blessed the bread though at the same time 
his body remained whole; or, more strictly speak­
ing, that his body was removed entirely out of 
its place, while it remained entirely in it. For, if 
he says ‘this is my body,’ and that is to be literal­
ly understood, then it was his whole body and not a 
part of it, that took the place of the bread. Se­
condly I mast suppose that a crumb of bread, not 
weighing perhaps half an ounce, really weighs 
several stone. Thirdly, I must suppose that what 
looks like bread, feels like bread, and tastes like 
bread, is, contrary to what my eyes, my hands, and 
my mouth, declare it. to be, flesh and blood. And 
lastly I must suppose, what is worse than all be­
sides, that our Lord’s people are fed with carnal 
and not with spiritual meat!”*
Father D. “This is judging by sense, and not 
by faith.”
* Andrexv. “Sir, if our Lord had said, “ This 
which you Set, is no longer bread, but is actually 
changed intv the substance of my body, notwith­
standing its loseinblancetobread’it would have been 
the duty ofnis disciples to have believed his words, 
in spite of the evidence of all their senses; but as 
he did notso explain himself, it seems plain, that 
I am nom*re to understand him literally, than when 
he says I am the door,’ or, I am the way.’ We
* If ou’ Saviour was eaten by his disciples at that supper, 
It f ollowfpf course that he was really dead, and that he suffer, 
ed deathanfl was made an oblation for the sins of mankind- 
before 1' offered himself a victim upon the cros% which it is 
t0 maintain.
are torn tnat our r,oru turned water into wine 
at a marriage feast; but he dief not give them a 
liquor with all the appearance and properties of 
water, arfd tell them it was wine. And when he 
raised Lazarus from the dead, he gave to them 
all the appearance and properties of a living man; 
but he did not require his disciples to believe, that 
Lazarus, lying iu the tomb, not showing the least 
symptom of life, was really a living man, walking 
about, speaking and acting as other living men. 
Moreover, sir, our Saviour himself has given us a 
key to all passages of this kind, when he says, ‘the 
words that I speak unto you they are spirit and 
they are life.' ‘It is the spirit that quickeneth,— 
the flesh projitelh nothing.’ Besides, sir, our Lord 
says, ‘ Do this in remembrance of me;’ which shows 
me, that he intended this supper to bring to our 
memory what he had suffered for his people. 
But after all sir, I can’t help asking you two ques­
tion on this subject.—One is, where do you find in 
our Lord's proceedings on this occasion any thing 
like what the priests do when they celebrate mass?
I own the striking difference between what I have 
seen in the chapel, and what I have seen in the 
gospel, greatly amazes me. Why sir a stranger 
might think the priest was acting a part in a play 
for the amusement of the audience, rather than 
leading the worship of that God, who will be wor­
shipped in spirit and in truth. T|,« second 
I .. ia,—Dj, Wllflt Tight tlO
you refuse the wine to the laity? For he who de­
sired his disciples to take the bread, bid them also 
to take the cup.”
These were two puzzling questions for the Father 
Dominick; and all he could say} was, that the 
Church had so ordained it, and therefore it must 
be right.* But Andrew was resolied to keep to 
the Testament, and would not yidd one inch of 
ground, unless he was driven from it by clear texts 
taken out of the word of God.
* When the Roman Catholics are pressed ly the argument 
derived from Christ’s example in giving the cip as well as the 
bread to his disciples, they answer, that thevwho were with 
Christ were not laymen, but apostles, and tint therefore, his 
practice was similar to theirs. A ready answeito this presents 
itself: I turn to the eleventh chapter of the fist epistle to the 
Corinthians, and I there find the apostle spealing in the fol­
lowing language, “ As often as ye eat this read, and drink 
this cup, ye do show the Lord’s death till he cone:” and again, 
“Let a man examine himself, and so let hiinjeat of that bread 
and drink of that cup." Now I would ask pis simple ques­
tion: was all the Corinthian church compose! of dagymen, or 
not; If it was, it was the most singular pheminenon that has 
ever appeared; and if it was not, the argumeit against with­
holding the cup from the laity, is unanswerabt. The council 
of Constance, held in the year 1416, was the erst that sacrile­
giously deprived the laity of the cup in the saeiuncnt, in direct 
contradiction to Christ’s commands, and the practice of the 
primitive church. If it he said, the churcl has power, to 
make such alterations, I answer, if the churck chooses to call 
white black, I shall call it white while the wodd lasts. The 
truth is plainly this—The cup is kept from thalaity, first, to, 
add to the dignity of the clergy; for, in the liinisli Church, 
the people are nothing, the clergy every thing; Ind, secondly, 
to prop up the doctrine of the real presence. “We give 
you the bread alone,” say they unto the people, ‘because, un­
der one of the elements, you have both flesh and flood. ’’ And 
the fact is that while the people are going on in heir sins, it is 
of very little consequence whether thy have Pit or both, or 
neither one nor the other of them.
“I have been endeavoring,” said Andrew, “to 
know why the clergy of the Roman church arc 
so stiff upon this point, which leaves them more 
open no attack, than any other maintained by 
them; and, without meaning any personal offence 
I will take the liberty of mentioning what strikes 
me as the probable cause. Perhaps they have 
thought, those who believed they could thus 
change a piece of bread into the body of 
Christ would be disposed to pay them the highest 
reverence; and that this was one of the shortest 
and surest ways to become ‘lords over God’s her­
itage.’”
Father Dominick told him he was an impudentjeen- 
sorious fellow, and, as no good Christian could 
doubt the real presence, be bid him to pass on the 
next objection.
FURTHER EXTRACTS'.
One Father Nitard, a person of eminence in 
Spain, happened to receive an affront from the 
Duke of Lerma, to whom he said, “You ought to 
revere the man who has, every day, your God in 
his hands, and your queen at his feet.” lie was 
the queen’s confessor.
The whole force of the Roman Catholic argu­
ments turns upon the propriety of taking the lit­
eral sense ot our Saviour’s words, “ This, is my bo- 
do,” and “This is my blood;” but see to what 
will this lead us:—He says, “ This cun is the New 
Testament.” Now if we take his .vords literal­
ly, it is the cup, and not the wine, that, is to bo 
drank: for he does not say, “ This wine is the 
New Testament in my blood,” but, “This cup,” &c. 
See (hen to what absurdities we are led by thi» 
inode of reasoning! We must first believe a cup 
to be wine, and then the wine to be blood, and 
tkat the very blood which was flowing through the 
veins of a living body then present, and sitting at 
the table on which the cup stood; which body, 
however, was lying on the table, in the form ol 
a pi*ce of bread!!! The first idea of Christ’s 
bodily presence in the eucharist, was started in 
the beginning of the eighth century: the first wri­
ter who maintained the doctrine, was Paschasius 
Radbertus, in the ninth entury, before it was 
firmly established; and the first public assertion of 
it was, at the third Lateran Council, in the year 
1215, after it had beea for some time avowed by 
the Popes, and in obedience to their injunctions, in­
culcated by the clergy. But the term transub- 
stantiation was not known until the thirteenth 
century, when it was invented by Stephen, Bishop of 
Antum. This doctrine of transubstantiation sub­
verts the very foundation on which the credibility 
of the Christian religion is built, viz; our Saviour's 
miracles; and not only does it contradict the Scrip­
ture, which says that xnc cat bread after the conse­
cration of it, (I Cor. xi. 37.) but it is also contrary 
to reason; which teaches that the same body can­
not be in two places at the same time; and it is 
contrary to the report which our senses make 
about their proper objects* So that transubstan- 
tiation contains many gross falsehoods and is in­
credible to all who consult the word of God, 
their own reason, or common sense. Do I not see, 
in the advocates for such a tenet, an awful ip.
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SOPHISM WELL ANSWERED.
A Society of Churchmen, who had for the last 
century, been engaged, among other benevolent 
designs, in conveying a knowledge of Christianity 
to the heathen, convened a meeting near my aunt’s 
mansion-house, to consider the means of extending 
to about sixty millions of poor idolatrous Hindoos 
the knowledge of Christianity. Now, whatever 
religion and sound wisdom might urge upon so 
plain a point, mere Prudence could not butbe alarm­
ed at an attempt however quiet tojdisturb the creed 
of sixty millious of people. Accordingly, having 
entered the assembly, 1, to the admiration of my 
aunt, made the following oration:
“ 1 rise sir, to oppose the motion which has been 
submitted to this assembly, oo the following 
grounds:—
“In the first place, the Hindoos are savages, and 
Christianity is not designe for savages.
“In the second place, the religion of the Hindoos 
is a very good religion—why then should we try 
to change it?
“In the third place, their religion has made 
them excellent slaves for centuries—why then, 
teach them a religion which is fit only for free men?
“In the fourth place, they are sunk so very 
deeply in vice and misery, that it is impossible 
*$> release them from it—why then attempt it?
stance of the fulfilment of that prophecy: “For 
this cause, (that is because they received not the 
love of truth,) God shall send them strong delu­
sion that they should believe a lie 1” (2 Thess. 11. 
11.) I shall beg leave here to relate the following 
anecdote, which, perhaps may have more wieght, 
with many, than the most labored argument.
It is related that a Roman Catholic gentleman 
in England being about to marqy a Protestant la­
dy, it was mutually agreed that there should be 
no contest on the subject of religion. For some 
years after their union, this agreement was scru­
pulously observed; but, in process of time, the 
priest, who paid them frequeut visits, expecting an 
easy prey, began to talk about the peculiarities o> 
his religion. He particularly insisted upon the 
doctrine of transubstantiation, and grew trouble­
some by his importunity. The lady bethought 
herself how to get rid of him ; and one day, seem­
ing to be overcome by his arguments, she agreed 
to attend at mass with her husband the following 
Sunday, provided she might be allowed to prepare 
the wafer herself. The priest, not suspecting any 
thing, and glad, on any terms to secure such a 
convert, gave his consent. The lady accordingly 
appeared at the chapel with her husband, and, af­
ter the consecration of the wafer which she had 
brought with her, she solemnly demanded of the 
priest whether it was really converted into the 
body of Christ; to which question he without hesi­
tation, replied. That there was a conversion made 
of the whole substance of the bread into the body of 
Christ, and there remained no more of its former 
substance. If this be really the case, said she, you 
may eat the wafer without any danger; but as for 
myself, I should be afraid to touch it, as it is mixed | 
with arsenic. The priest was thunderstruck by a 
discovery so unexpected, and was too wise to haz­
ard his life upon a doctrine for which he had how­
ever contended with all the earnestness of perfect 
assurance. The Lady’s husband was so struck by 
this practical confutation of a doctrine which, he 
had before implicitly believed, that he never af­
terwards appeared at the mass.
If any one should dispute the authenticity of 
the above relation, I must observe, that the argu­
ment is equally good, whether the circumstance 
alluded to be false or true. Nor let any one say, 
that the priest has no power over arsenic, but bread 
only; for a few grains of poison would produce 
deadly effects, and still the whole substance is cal­
led bread, with as much propriety as if there hap­
pened to be as many grains of sand in it, which, 
it must be confessed, would render it unfit for con­
secration.
ambier observer.
“In the fifth place, who would think of begin- 
niiw to convert foreign nations till we have con­
verted every one of our own people?
“When the time comes for the general conver­
sion of the world, some sign will be sent from hea­
ven to tell us of it.
“ Such, sir, are my reasons for resisting the mea­
sure: and whoever promotes, it, and opposes me, 
is an enthusiast and an enemy to his country 
and his species.”
Having made my speech, I will own that I ex­
pected as the very smallest return, the loud accla­
mations of the astonished assembly. But a most 
profound silence ensued; till a clergyman, who, 
as I then thought, looked old enough to know bet- 
er arose, and thus addressed the assembly:
“Instead, sir, of replying directly to the rea­
sonings of the speaker who has preceded me, I 
will simply put another case, and request his de­
cision upon it. Suppose, instead of the present 
assembly, a thousand Peruvians convened on the 
Amazon, to take into consideration a supplica 
tion from the nations of Europe, to supply them 
with that Bark of Peru, w'hich is the only known 
antidote to a very large class of our diseases. And 
conceive, if you will, the preceding speaker, who,
I am sure, would be happy to undertake the embas­
sage, to be the advocate for these fever and aguish 
nations to the only possessors of this antidote 
Imagine him to rise amidst the tawny multitude, 
and with much feeling and emphasis to state that 
at least sixty millions of people depended upon 
their deteimination for health and life. At 
once, I anfpersuaded, the cry of that multitude 
would interrupt the pleadings of the orator, and 
one and all would exclaim, “Give them bark! 
give them lark! And let not a European perish, 
whom it is possible for a Peruvian to save.” Thus 
far all woulcbe well. But conceive, instead of the 
assembly bang permitted to act upon this benevo­
lent decisioi, some Peruvian, of an age in which 
the prevaleice of policy or mere prudence over 
justice andbnevolcnce is more intelligible and par­
donable, to 'ise, and thus to address his country­
men :
“ Peruvians, you are far too precipitate. Consi­
der I beseech you, the character and circumstances
of* the person?/ox- tt Kourv tL.n pvn-Jotyn ie.rlpnion/1
ed.
“In the first place, they are civilized nations 
—they read and write; they sleep in beds, and 
ride in coaches: they wear coats and trowsers— 
who then will say that bark is intended for such 
persons as these?
“In the second place, their fevers and agues 
may have msny excellencies with which we are 
unacquainted—why then attempt to cure them ?
“In the third place, these levers and agues as­
sist exceedingly to thin their armies—why then 
strengthen (hem, merely to destroy themselves?
“Fourthly, these fevers and agues are so deep 
seated and violent, that it is impossible to cure 
them—why then attempt it?
“In the Ifth place, who would think of curing 
foreign nations, till we have cured all the sick in 
Peru?
“ Sixthly, when the time comes for the general 
cure of fever and ague, I have no doubt that the 
Great Spirit will give us some sign from the moun­
tains
“Such, Peruvians, are my reasons for opposing 
the wish of the speaker; and whosoever promotes 
it or opposes me, is a madman, and an enemy 
both to the Incas and the Great Spirit.”
“Now, tlen,” continued the old clergyman, 
“ Supposing the Peruvian orator thus to reason, 
I should be glad to know by what answer that 
young gentleman would repel his arguments.”
He then, to my infinite horror, sat down, and 
left the eyes of the assembly fixed upon me, as if 
waiting lo: my reply; but not having any precise­
ly ready, 1 thought it best to be taken suddenly lii,
MARIA GATANA AGNESI.
Maria Gatana Agnesi was born at Milanin 
..taly, May 16, 1718. Her father, Pietro Agnesi 
being a man of rank and consequence, was dis­
posed, from parental affection, to provide suitably 
for the education of his daughter, whb gave the 
most striking indications of talent.
Fi om the tenderest years, she discovered a won­
derful aptness, and a vehement desire for acquiring 
languages. Under the direction of proper mas­
ters, she studied, at the very same time, the Latin 
the Greek, the French, and the German lan­
guages: and while the rapidity of her progress 
excited astonishment, such were the wonderful 
powers of her memory, that she couid easily pre­
serve those diversified objects, without feeling the 
smallest degree of confusion. °
W hen yet scarcely nine years of age, she deli­
vered before a learned assembly, a Latin oration, 
to prove that the cultivation of letters was not in­
consistent with the femaie character; at the age 
of eleven, she could not only read Greek, and 
translate it instantly into Latin, but could even 
speak that refined language with the same appa­
rent ease and fluency, as if it had been her native 
tongue. Nor did these acquisitions absorb her 
whole attention; a nobler field was spread to the 
expanse of her mental faculties. She now began 
to read Euclid’s Elements, and proceeded some 
way in Algebra. Thus prepared, she advanced 
with ardor to the study of Natural Philosophy; 
but not content with the sober truths there un­
folded, she soared to the heights of Metaphysics, 
and engaged in the most abstruse and intricate 
disquisitions of that contentious science.
After she had attained the age of fourteen, her 
father anxious to forward her improvement, and 
willing to gratify her ambition for literary distinc­
tion, invited occasionally to his house a number 
of persons the most respectable in Milan by their 
rank anti learning. In the midst of this august 
assemby, the young lady made her appearance^ 
and wiihout resigning the native delicacy of her 
sex, sfu maintained a variety of new positions, on 
various parts of philosophy, and managed the ar­
gument, with such dexterity and commanding 
eloquence, as singly to vanquish every opponent 
that emered the field of controversy. These dis- 
n-oro nnrripH nn. all of them, in the 
Latin language, with the utmost ease, purny, and 
elegance.
As early as her eighteenth year, her knowledge,- 
not only of the modem languages of Europe, but 
of the learned and oriental languages, was so exten­
sive and profound, that she obtained the appella­
tion of the walking polyglot.
While very young, she composed an elaborate 
treatise on Algebra, entitled “ Analytical Institu­
tions;” which besides many eulogiums bestowed 
upon her by several learned societies, gained her 
the professorship of Mathematics in the Universi­
ty of Bologna. M. Montucla, speaking of this 
nook, expresses himself thus: “ We cannot be­
hold without the greatest astonishment, a person 
of a sex that seems so little fitted to tread the 
thorny paths of these abstract sciences, penetrate 
so deeply as she has done, in all the branches of 
Algebia, both the common and transcendental, or 
infinitesimal.”
These institutions were so much esteemed, that 
Professor Colson, (the translator of Sir Isaac 
Newton’s Eiux^ona) was at the pans of learning 
the Italian language, that he mi^ht be able to 
translate Agnesi s work. This transition remain­
ed unpublished till ibOl, when itwasgiven to the 
public, by the Rev. John Hellins, F. R. S. The 
work makes two handsome quarto vdumes; and 
enough it lias been more than a centiry since it 
was composed by Agnesi, it must still b> reckoned 
a very useful as wed as ingenious peformance, 
and proves manifestly that the fame thi, lady ac­
quired, was a tribute of strict justice.
?____ ____ __  v w it is wnh regret we add, that neither hr incli-
and to leave the room.—Sancho, the Proverbialist.\ naGdn to tnese favorite intellectual pursuit, nor a
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desue ot securing and increasing the celebrity 
she had obtained, nor the entreaties of her father, 
could prevent her from dedicating herself to a 
monastic life, amongst the nuns known by the 
name of black nuns.
Thus by a mistaken and indefensible self-denial, 
was the learned world deprived of the useful im­
provements in literature,* which her genius and 
knowledge would have enabled her to communi­
cate, not only on subjects of a mathematical na­
ture, but on many others of a different kind in 
which she had become eminent.
From the period of her retiring to the cloister, 
we conclude that her life was not varied by many 
incidents; other particulars respecting her have 
in vain been sought for; nor have we been able to 
ascertain the time when death terminated the mor­
tal existence of one of the brightest ornaments of 
the female sex.—Scholar s Weekly Gazette.
* Query.—Admitting that her accomplishments were lost 
to the learned world, whether her cultivated intellect was lost 
to the purposes for which God created it, by its devotion ex­
clusively to his service, even though in a mistaken way?— 
Ed. F. V.
jjFrom the Protestant Episcopalian. 
ON SOCIETIES OF INDUSTRY.
* Gather up the fragments that remain, that nothing be lost.”
There is perhaps no one admonition of the sa­
cred writings which at first sight seems so liable to 
the objection of being superfluous and unnecessa­
ry, as that which we have just cited. It was ad­
dressed by Jesus Christ to his chosen disciples, 
at the close of a mighty banquet, when he had 
fed miraculously at least five thousand person, 
without scarcely any previous supply. Yet whilst 
the minds of the disciples were awake to this 
amazing display, they are as carefully charged by 
Christ to save the broken meats remaining, as if 
a famine would ensue from their neglect to secure 
them. But how utterly useless it might seem to 
casual observation, to have these fragments, when 
the same power which had just fed, could doubt­
less continue to supply those who were immediate­
ly concerned. A gracious Saviour, however, seiz­
ed this fit opportunity to enforce a useful and re- 
sonable lesson, and one which it behooves men 
and Christians at all times practicallyto regard.
An objection, similar in character to that sug­
gested in the previous remarks, is often urged 
by many who are most amply convinced of the 
divine power of Christ, and of the exertions of 
that power in sustaining the Christian Church, and : 
in feeding with the spiritual food of religion the 
countless numbers which that Church includes. 
It is urged, that the Mighty Saviour, who rules 
the armies of heaven and the children of men, can, 
at his own fiat and option, without the interven­
tion of man's feeble aid, extend his chfrch at plea­
sure, and dispense uncontrolledly its saving insti­
tutions. Doubtless he can act without hu­
man aid, but it is not agreeable to his sacred coun­
sels so to do. He told his disciples in one case, and 
he would admonish at all times his followers to 
“ gather up the fragments that remain, that nothing, 
be lost;” and this refers as directly to the frag­
ments of our time, talents, means and powers, J 
which supply food to the souls of men, as to the ! 
mere food that perisheth. Of his superabundant i 
grace and goodness after planting and spreading! 
his church, Christ has made the members thereof i 
the almoners, and he hath appointed them co­
workers with himself in ministering to the spiritu­
al wants and destitution of their brethren.
But whilst we perceive the adaptation of this 
counsel of the Redeemer to the general advance­
ment of his religion, by means merely human, how 
beautifully doth it apply to that branch ot this great 
undertaking, in which the ladies seek to pro­
mote the cause of Christ and benefit the souls ot 
mankind, by the avails of their industry and econ­
omy. This, verily, is in the just sense of the words 
of Jesus, “to gather up the fragments that re­
gain, that nothing be lort-”
In the perusal of a late report of the Society 
for the Advancement of Christianity in Pennsyl­
vania, we were forcibly struck with the value of 
these associations of humble pretensions, and 
could not but reflect on their immense importance, 
should they be generally or universally established 
in the Diocese. It is mentioned in that report, 
that a society of the kind to which we allude, 
in the church at Easton, which is small, and cer­
tainly below the average of effective strength of 
the congregations in this state, raised for the 
cause of religion in tire past year the sum of nine­
ty dollars. In other parts of the Union we have 
remarked similar effeets produced by the industry 
and benevolence of the ladies. One society in 
New York, that of St. John’s Chapel, has yielded 
to the cause of Domestic missions in one year' 
1600 dollars, a large proportion of the whole amount 
expended in that great state. Whilst like great 
and encouraging results have followed similar ex­
ertions in other cities. Now upon these reviews 
of the benefits conferred by the laborious zeal 
of the ladies, how heartily might we wish to see 
the same spirit awakened in our own diocese of 
Pennsylvania, that the ladies of every congrega­
tion might be inspired to bestow their industry, 
for a small portion of time each week or month, to 
this laudable promotion of Christian charity.— 
What an immediate and vivifyng effect would it 
produce upon that state of things which now lam­
entably exists in those moral and religious wastes 
in particular, where no seed is scattered and no 
fruits are reaped. It would as surely cover these 
desolate wilds with spiritual verdure, as the exer­
tion would plant in the bosoms of tho^e who made 
it, the seed of compensatory enjoyment, and ga­
ther into the garners of their own hearts those 
sweet and enduring influences, which the pleni­
tude of luxury never yields, and the dissipation 
of time and of life, serves but to wither and per­
vert.
But let us test the merit of these unobtrusive 
associations, by numerical computation. In analy­
zing the treasurer’s report of the “ Society for the 
Advancement,” &c. we find tlia whole amount 
of contributions to its funds, durng the past year, 
to be 1977 dollars, of which TOO dollars were 
rained by annual and special subscribers, 360 dol­
lars from dividends, and the remainder from con­
gregational collections, 148 dollars only being drawn 
from the churches without the limits of Philadel­
phia county. How comparatively trifling are 
these results from what might ensue if associations 
of industry were set on foot in every congre­
gation! With a triple augmentation of funds, how 
rapidly would the tide of this great and good 
experiment flow in! and this consequence is predi­
cated on each church association yielding but 
fifty dollars—whilst the instance of St. John's 
Church, N. York, and thesociety of Trinity Church, 
Easton, warrant even a higher average.
We feel persuaded that this interesting view of 
the subject requires but to be revolved in the 
minds of Episcopalians, especially the ladies, who 
are ever foremost in all good works, to induce them 
to catch the spirit of the encouraging examples set 
in other places, and thus invigorate a drooping 
cause, by their prompt and beneficent action.
We perceive but one hinderance to the success 
of these associations. It is objected by some fas­
tidious individuals, that they interfere with the 
occupations and support of some humble families. 
This objection, we conceive, is not often strictly 
true; since the productions of female industry" are 
of that ornamental and multiform description 
which do not compete or interfere with the cal­
lings and labors of the industrious poor. But 
were the objection urged even with fur greater 
truth, yet it ought not, we are persuaded, to fores­
tall the endeavors of the pious Christian to advance 
a cause which is emphatically the cause of God and 
his Christ who, demands our zeal and industry our 
noblest faculties and exertions to be spent, until 
his gospel and its precious benefits, with which no
other charitable work fora moment can compete
“shall go forth with brightness and the salvation 
thereof as a lamp that burnetii.”
As the advancement of Christianity is the most 
glorious object which any Christian can propose 
to himself, whereupon to exert his time, talents, 
means, and industry, there can be no apology re­
quisite for touching slightly, as we have done, 
upon the subject; nor to exhort the members of 
our Church to exhibit, in every" laudable way, a 
compliance with our blessed Lord’s requisitions, 
whether positively or impliedly made. A cause 
worthy of our attention, whose utility has been 
clearly proved and deeply felt, demands our hear­
ty co-operation to extend to others in our land 
and borders, who are sighing for the precious boon, 
the rich drops of the holy sanctuary, and the oth­
er inestimable blessings of the gospel. It remains 
to see whether the call shall not be promptly met 
and effectually answered.—Germanus>
TIIE PERSECUTION BY AURELIAN.
In’thc yearr270, Anthony,'an Egyptian, founded 
monasteries; Paul, of Thebes, introduced also 
the hcrmitical life: Christians in times of perse• 
cution, thus fleeing to deserts and living retired 
from the world. Under the emperor Aurelian, 
in the year 274, Felix, bishop of Rome, was be­
headed. Agapetus, a young gentleman, who sold 
his estate, and gave the money to the poor, was 
beheaded at Praeneste, a city near Rome. At 
Smyrna, a presbyter named Pionius Sabina, and 
Aclediades, suffered. In the market-place, Pion­
ius began to speak.—“Citizens of Smyrna, who 
please yourselves with the beauty of your walla 
and city, hear me speak a few words. For my 
own part, I would rather die, or undergo any suf­
ferings, than contradict my religious concerns__
Whence proceeded those cruel scoffers of the 
Jews? What harm have we d me them? What 
have we made them to suffer? Whom have we 
persecuted with unjust hatred?” He then ad­
dressed the Jews on the grounds of their own 
scriptures, end solemnly described to the Pagans 
the day of judgement, The people said, “ Be­
lieve us, Pionius, your probity and wisdom deem 
you worthy to live, and life is pleasant.” “ I own, 
said the martyr, life is pleasant, but I mean that 
eternal life which I desire. I do not reject the 
good things of this life, but I prefer something 
which is infinitely better.” The well known sinceri­
ty and virtues of the man seem to have filled the 
people with veneration and his enemies began to 
fear an uproar in his favor. “It. is impossible to 
persuade you then, “said one of them. “I would 
to God I could (says Pionius) persuade you to be 
a Christian.” Sabina was his sister: she and As- 
lepiadcs confessed that they worshipped the Trinity 
in Unity. The captain of the horseman came to 
the prison, and ordered Pionius to go to the idol 
temple. A cord was put about his neck, and he 
was dragged therewith Sabina, exclaiming, “We 
are Christians, A judge (Lepidus) asked “What 
God do you adore ?” “ Him,” said Pionius, “ that 
made heaven and earth.” You mean him that 
was crucified? “ I mean him whom God the Fath­
er sent for the salvation of men.” A few days 
afterwards the martyr thanked God as he went 
to execution, that he had been preserved from 
idolatry. He was nailed to the wood. The 
executioner said, “Change your mind, and the 
nails shall be taken out,” “I have felt them” 
said he, “I hasten, O Lord to be a partaker of 
thy resurrection.” The fuel was heaped, aid whilst 
the fire consumed him, he prayed earnestlv. Ilis 
last words were,—“ Lord, receive my spirit.”
Hypocrisy is folly. It is much easier, safer, and 
pleasanter to be the thing which a man aims to ap­
pear, than to keep up the appearance of being 
what he is not. When a Christian is truly such, 
he acts from a nature—a new nature—and all the 
actings of that nature have the case and pleasant­
ness of nature in them.—Cecil.
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CHRISTIAN FIDELITY.
Will the world ever be christianized? Doubt 
less it will. With the exertions now made by 
Christians? Certainly not. They must be in­
creased to a degree surpassing the low concep­
tions of most men, before the Gospel shall shed 
its hallowed influences among all people.—It re­
quires no small degree of faith to believe that re­
ligion is gaining ground at all in the world. What 
is gained in one region seems to be lost in another. 
No sooner is a ray of light seen darting across the 
gloom in one direction, than the observant eye may 
perceive, in another, an increased intensity of 
dtrkness. Will this always be the case? Will the 
moral world never enjoy any thing better than a 
mere succession of light and shade, crossing each 
other with rapid alternations across its face?
We are assured that religion will finally tri­
umph. It has hitherto made its way against the 
opposition of enemies, and in spite of the luke­
warmness of friends. In the dark day of adversi­
ty it has concentrated its strength, and calmly re­
posed itself upon its Author, until the storm was 
overpast. In the more dangerous hour of pros­
perity, it has resisted the blandishments of flat­
tery and the corruptions of power An unseen 
almighty arm has ever protected it, preparing, in 
disaster the means of victory, and in prosperity, 
of purification.
What then has the Christian to fear in regard 
to the religion he loves ? He has only to fear that 
bis own exertions will not be as energetic as they 
ought to be—that through his rernissness the 
progress of that course will be impeded which he 
professes to love. Let him look well to this point, 
and he need give himself no apprehension as to 
the final issue of the struggle in which he is en­
gaged. The eye of the captain of his salvation 
surveys at the same moment every part of the bat­
tle field, and directs every movement with uner­
ring wisdom. Let him who occupies any station, 
however mean, execute faithfully the trust com­
mitted to him, neither daunted by hostility, nor 
discouraged by the negligence and cowardice of 
others, who have in name, but not in heart embraced 
the same cause.
The children of this world are far more wise and 
active in their generation than the children of, 
light. Do the latter often exhibit the same ear­
nestness ? Look at them and form compari­
sons. Is it possible that by one class, the honor 
that God bestows, life everlasting and eternal feli­
city, are sought, and by the other the transitory 
and precarious things of this life? and that too, 
when remieness marks the conduct of the expect­
ants of future glory, and unceasing activity the 
pursuits of the men of the world?
The world is in a state of incessant motion. 
All are running to and fro on the errands of busi­
ness, or pleasure. All is a scene of struggle and 
animation. The shouts of success, and the cries 
of defeat arc heard on every side. But let us 
look to see what Christians are doing in the confu­
sion, “in all that is done under the sun.” They 
are indeed doing much, but it is like that which 
others do. They are busy, but not as Christians. 
They are seeking wealth, but are not becoming 
rich towards God. You see them watch with 
intense interest the arrival of distant news, but it 
is to ascertain whether some venture has been suc­
cessful, or some object accomplished in which they 
have no interest. Joy beams on their countenan­
ces, hutwmt often for the triumphs of the Gospel
These things ought not to be so. Christians 
must live as Christians to do much good. A dif­
ference between them and others must be marked 
where it is possible for a difference to exist. What 
do they profess to believe? Why that themselves 
and those around them in a few short years, per- 
ha^js days, will be in another world, and their eter- 
na. state unalterably fixed. Where is their anx­
iety then on such a momentous subject? They 
orofess to believe also that all me« are to be sub-
dued to the religion of Jesus, that the brightness 
of his glory is to be spread over the whole habita­
ble world. Where are their exertions for effect­
ing this object?
The faith of Christians is not, generally speak­
ing, sufficiently lively. If it were, they would 
honor their high vocation more than they now do. 
Fewer complaints would be heard that the cause 
of truth and religion is not flourishing. It is in­
cumbent on those who believe in the reality of re­
ligion to show that belief in their lives, by living 
less to this world, by spending less time on its 
amusements and by engaging in its business with 
more spirituality. L.
From tlie London Evangelical Magazine.
ON FAMILY WORSHIP.
“His mercy visits every house.
Who pay their night and morning vows.”
Family religion is very essential to individual 
piety; it makes the house a sanctuary, and the 
domestic circle a church, whose members are dai­
ly brought to the footstool of divine mercy in the 
posture of suppliants, and are by its engagements 
fed to a knowledge of the spiritual wants and woes 
of man, and also of the source of their supply or 
removal; it is both a substitute for and a prepara­
tive to, the public services of the house of prayer; 
at once filling the intervals of Sabbath engage­
ments and giving a zest to their profitable perform­
ance in future. It recognizes Jehovah as the au­
thor and giver of every good and perfect gift. It 
teaches dependance on Him for mercies needed; 
hope for mercies promised; submission for mer­
cies delayed; gratitude for mercies received. It 
gives an impetus to duty, a scourge to idleness, a 
curb to inordinate passions. Its instructions are 
cautions to you$i, stimulants to manhood, com­
forts to hoary a*. Ami a master?—let family 
religion by me bl established, enforced, perpetua­
ted: it is my servants’ instructor, my servants’ 
friend, and may prove the instrument of my ser­
vants’ salvation.. Am I a parent?—let it be the 
privilege of my children to bow at the domestic 
altar. Family worship is a parent’s boon—it is 
the children’s biasing! Family religion ofttimes 
coils the silver chain of pure affection around the 
members of the Christian household, binds hand 
to hand, and heart to heart in,
“Union sweet and dear esteem,” 
and calls forth from the lips of those who witness 
the harmony the exclamation of the inspired 
psalmist—“ Behold, how good and how pleasant a 
thing it is for brethren to dwell together in unity!”
How highly important, then, must those engage­
ments be which are so full of present pleasure, 
and so powerfully subservient to promote a prog­
ress to eternal felicity!—and yet. how frequently, 
by professors of Christianity, are these duties 
wholly or partially neglected!
May it not be said of such individuals, “This 
their way is their folly?”—and may we not go 
even further and declare, “ This their way is their 
sin?” It is their folly—it is their sin. The God 
in whom we live, and move, and have our being, 
has an undoubted right to the morning and eve­
ning devotions of every Christian family in its col­
lected capacity. David blessed his household— 
so should the Christian master bless his. Every 
member of the domestic band, except those whom 
necessity prevents, should be called round the 
only altar.
The prayer of associated supplicants may be 
presented with large hopes of success. “ If two 
or three shall agree as touching any thing,” &c.. 
and again—“ Wherever two or three are gathered 
together in my name 1 will be in the midst of 
them to bless them.”
Those who kneel at the family altar frequent’’ 
discover a singular adaptation in the petitions o: 
him who leads their devotions to their individual 
necessities. Thus the expression and opportunity 
for prayer-are at once presented, where, but for
this exercise, perhaps, neither would be^soughtT 
Many a servant has regarded the devotional En­
gagements of the family in which she has lived as 
the means of fixing serious impressions on her 
mind. Many a child has traced his convictions 
of sin, righteousness, and judgment to come, to 
the same instrumental cause. Many a visitor has 
been virtually reproved, admonished, and impelled 
to duty by the same instrumentality. Many a 
day has been brightened by the reconciled counten 
ance of Jehovah sought and obtained at the fami­
ly altar. Many a care has been lost in the flame 
that has descended to consume the morning sacri-■ 
flee I 43
And will any one who has tasted that the Lord 
is gracious, forbear to live in the full exercise of 
a privilege so important as that to which this paper 
refers? Oh, let Joshua’s resolution to serve the 
Lord with all his house be the decision of all; let 
the Christian tradesman so time his occupations 
as to be able to call together his domestics to -offer 
to the Lord the first-fruits of the day, and to com ­
mend themselves to his care at the approach of 
night; that while the hive of industry is richly 
stored with the produce of his diligence and la­
bor, the family altar may never lack the morning 
and evening sacrifice. And let those whose time 
is occupied in the more refined pursuits of a life 
of affluence reflect that they can have no excuse 
for the habitual neglect of the duties of family re­
ligion; and, oh, that all who profess to be the fol­
lowers of him who came into the world to save 
sinners, may use their influence, be it weak or 
powerful, to aid their families on the road to the 
heavenly Canaan, calling upon them, in imitation 
of the psalmist, “Oh, come let us worship and 
bow down, let us kneel before the Lord our mak­
er ! For he is our God, and we are the people of 
his pasture and the sheep of his hand.”
Greenwich. Samuel.
“EXETER HALL”
Is the name of a spacious edifice which has re­
cently been erected in London for the accommo­
dation of the numerous Religious, Charitable and 
Scientific Societies of that metropolis. It is ca­
pable of accommodating from two to three thou­
sand people, and is intended as a place for hold­
ing the meetings of the various societies to which 
we have just referred. The hall was opened and 
dedicated to the Lord, on Tuesday the 25th of last 
March. In a lecent number of the London World 
we find an account of the interesting services of 
the occasion. The hall was filled, Sir T. Baring, 
Bart, being called to the chair, addressed the 
meeting, and stated that it was the wish of the 
directors of the building, that the first service 
held in it be that of prayer and praise, and that it 
should be thus dedicated to the Great Artificer of 
the Universe. The Rev. Mr. Woodrow gave out 
the 100th Psalm, which was sung by the assem­
bly, and the Rev. Dr. Wilson read a dedicatory 
prayer.
“ We have now (said Sir T. Baring in an ad­
dress to the assembly) in the most solemn and de­
vout manner, dedicated this great building to the 
honor and glory of God. I hope and trust that 
its foundation and its superstructure are built up­
on the rock of ages; and that the Great Head of 
the Church is its foundation-stone, its key and 
corner-stone, and its top-stone also. The first 
idea of this institution originated in the year 1822 
or 1823 with a learn ed gentleman, Mr. Brookes 
when a few thousand pounds were subscribed. 
An appeal was made to the public, but, not being 
attended to, the subject was dropped, till, through
’ liberality, energy, and activity of Mr. l’ow- 
n: ‘i, the matter was again taken up, the result of 
which is the present building. Ibis institution 
has been erected for the accommodation of the 
various Religious, Benevolent asd Scientific Insti­
tutions of the metropolis, lhe first of these are 
the religious institutions; for religious knowledge 
has the promise of this life, as well as that which
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is to come. Other knowledge, of whatever des­
cription, is uncertain and confined. Man's knowl­
edge is
“----- suited to his state and place,
His time a moment, and a point his space.”
This is equally true, whether he lives for ages 
confined to his natal spot, or lives for a few’ years, 
and traverses, as 1 have, the globe. And when 
the soul is about to take its Hight, whether that 
person be possessed of all or any part of human 
knowledge, will be of little avail. He may run 
the whole circle of science, and, at last, be coni- 
pelled to say, with a great philosopher, “Ifiavc 
lost a life in laborious trifles.” It is when the phi­
losopher learns that “art is long and life is short,” 
that he learns the greatest lesson; and if he then 
turns from the works to the word of God, his 
thirst for knowledge will be satisfied. But, as 1 
am a lover of the arts, sciences, and literature of 
iny country, I am gratified that there is now a 
place where such societies may meet.—Here too, 
may the benevolent institutions of our country as­
semble. On the exterior of our building is a 
motto, “Love of the heathen.” I trust that that 
love will resound also within the walk. “Glory to 
God in the highest, and on earth peace, and good 
will toward men”—that here those benevolent in­
stitutions which distinguish this country, wili be 
willingly and ably advocated; and that the cause 
of the widow, the orphan, the destitute, and op­
pressed, will have those advocates to piead their 
cause.
The numerous audience was also addressed by 
D. Townley, Rev. B. Noel, Dr. Cox, H. Drum­
mond, and Rev. Prof. Hoppus.
Dr. Cox read from a pamphlet the following 
enumeration of charitable institutions in London, 
viz:
16 General Hospitals and Infirmaries.
27 Infirmaries and institutions for particular 
con.plaints.
4-7 Lying-in Charities.
14- District and other Visiting Societies.
9 Pension and Annuity Societies.
40 Professional and other Associations for the 
Relief of it Distressed Members.
18 Societies for General Relief.
11 Penitential and Correctional Institutions.
25 Miscellaneous benevolent Institutions for
General and Particular Objects of Humanity.
IS Societies for the Distribution of Bibles and 
Tracts.
21 For Religious Objects in General.
18 Missionary Societies.
42 Education Do.
23 Provincial and District Do. and
12 Sunday-school and Religious Instruction Do. 
In all 336.
After contrasting the buildings of antiquity, 
the Parthenon, the temple of Jupiter, the amphi­
theatres and academies, with the present edifice, 
the reverend speaker proceeded:—In ancient 
times they had the graces, but where were the 
charities? The Romans were too warlike, the 
Greeks too exclusively philosophical. There were 
temples and theatres numerous, but where the 
hospitals and infirmaries? Though there were 
gods and heroes, where were the Howards, the 
Brainerds, the Martyns, the Vanderkemps, and 
the Careys? Where were the men who walked 
abroad out of themselves to enlighten the world? 
These sprung from Christianity, which is the basis 
of all charity, and the foundation on which this 
building stands. 'Die spirit of Christianity which 
has been expressed to-day, will, I trust, be always 
felt within these walls, producing a forgetfulness 
of our differences, and a perpetual recollection of 
our great bond and principle of union.
This interesting meeting was concluded with 
prayer by the Rev. Dr. Morrison of Brompton.
who had the charge of three prisoners going to Sing- ‘ of our brethren ot the 
Sing prison. I enquired of them how they had i of the United States.
spent their sabbaths. The eldest, a man about, 50, I doubt not, dear brethren, that you will learn 
said he had been brought up in a tavern and with a with as much joy as interest, that a rcli
team, and used to work on the sabbath as any oth­
er days. Iiis habits had never changed in that res­
pect.
The next eldest said he used to attend religious 
meetings occasionally, but of late had been at 
work on the canal, in the furnace, driving stage 
and team, and could not keep a Sabbath.
The youngest had left a wife, who was a worthy 
member of Mr---------- ’s church; he had receiv­
ed much good advice Iron, her and others; which, 
he said, if he had followed, would have kept him 
from his chains and this disgrace.— Said he, two
years ago I was a respectable citizen of----- , and
had being accustomed to attend religious meet­
ings; but since that time I have deserted the place 
of worship, and spent my Sabbaths in riding and 
dissipation; and here 1 am. Sabbath breaking led 
me to gambling and bad company, and now it is 
leading me from my family to the prison. I find 
known him when he was industrious and respecta­
ble, though he was not acquainted with thefact, and 
1 doubt not he told me the truth.
Ah, said I, when he wept and wept again, Mem­
ory, Oh memory! thou deathless worm of the 
guilty soul. Had I the history of all the conviets 
of our prisons, these would be only a few cases 
among many thousands, The man who contemns 
the Sabbath is in the high way to ruin.—Ce«». 
Observer.
STATE OF RELIGION IN FRANCE,
The following highly interesting intelligence re­
specting the state of religion in France is from a 
letter of the Rev. Colany Nee, to the General As­
sembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United 
States.—A’. Y. Observer.
A new era as to religion has begun in France, 
since the astonishing revolution of July. The ob­
stacles to the spread of the Gospel, which the an­
cient government always suffered more or less to 
remain, have almost entirely disappeared. It is no 
longer necessary to obtain permission to spread 
the word of life and hold religious meetings. AI
ready three new Protestant churches, which do not1 and London, so great is the sale in this country. 
receive stipends from the state, have been organized j This is the more remarkable, as there is extreme
at Paris. Others of the same kind have been and 
will be formed in the country. Like those w hich 
I serve, they follow the same discipline as yours 
with respect to the holy supper. We admit to 
the table of the Lord only those who appear to 
have experienced the efficacy of his sacrifice, and 
to have felt the sanctifying influence of his Spirit* 
\\ ith you, dear brethren, I am sensible that this 
discipline is intimately connected with the purity 
of the church, and the extension of its limits. It 
is truly desirable that it should be introduced into 
all the Protestant churches of France; but alas! it 
meets with
conformable to the ecclesiastical discipline 
withstanding this, it is still considered a dangerous 
innovation, and many minds have already been ex- 
this opposition, and that
distress among us, occasioned by the total pros­
tration of commerce, and the rumors of war and 
revolution that arc unceasingly circulated! There 
is much ground for hope that God will make use 
of this distress and these political agitations to 
draw souls to Him, who being rich became poov 
to enrich us, and who alone can make us trulj’ 
lree. Let us then hope, act, and pray.
Yes, well beloved brethren, let us confide in the 
power and mere}’ of our God. Let us be workers 
with him in the field that he has given us to culti- 
Continue to encourage us by your examvate.
great opposition in them, although it is pie and your Christian exhortations. Pray fo 
2 t  l i ti l i i li . Not- France, as I hope it will be given us to pray in 
faith for the United States. But pray particularly 
for your brother of Leme, who is always much 
tried, and for the churches confided to his care. 
May the Lord continue to bless and multiply 
them, and to bring them joyful news of the mis
tions; begging you, dear friends, first to accept 
them for yourselves, both from my beloved pa­
rish! >ners and myself. May the peace and love 
of Jesus be with you all 1 Amen.
Let me ask, every day, what reference it has to 
the Day of Judgment; and cultivate a disposition 
to be reminded of that day.—Cxcil.
cited against it. Yet  
which the gospel meets, more or less, in all unre­
generate hearts, do not prevent its advancing in . .
the greater part of our churches. Almost every , sionarits who have proceeded from them. These 
where the people begin to rise from that lifeless churches, like yours, assemble on the first Mon- 
state, into which they were sunk. Many souls are day of each month, to implore the Lord to sub­
renewed in Christ. Indifference and credulity ject all nations to his empire, and to reign with 
daily lose some of their partisans. The old doc- power over our hearts. We ask of him the same 
trines of the reformation resound in many pulpits.' blessings for all our Presbyterian brethren of the 
The work of God is spread abroad. Domestic J United States to whom it is pleasant to me to be 
worship is re-established. Bible classes are formed, able by your means to send our fraternal saluta
and Sunday Schools organized. Our religious so­
cieties prosper, as you will no doubt learn from 
the brethren in Paris, and especially from the kind 
of Synod which we have formed in this part of 
France. This is to meet for the second time in 
the month of June next, under favor of God, and 
will then consider it a duty to reply to your excel-
Reformed Dutch churches
movement most favorable to the Gospel, begins to 
be manifest, among the Catholics also of this 
kingdom. A large number of them have sepa­
rated themselves forever from the Romish church. 
Some have entered into our communion, and 
others have formed the new French Catholic 
Church, not paid 6?/ the state. Among the latter 
there are some converted priests. At first there 
were but about ten ecclesiastics, one of whom was 
a curate w ho served the papists of cue of my pa­
rishes; and whom 1 believe to he truly renewed 
by the Holy Spirit. After a little while, about 
fifty more priests joined the others to establish the 
principles of their new church. Their first step 
was to shake off the yoke of the Pope and of their 
bishops, to constitute themselves an independent 
church, to celebrate worship in French, and by 
means of the press to offer to serve gratuitously, 
those communes which would receive them, and 
adopt their principles. This did well. Their 
voice was echoed in France. Demands were 
made upon tlycni for clergymen; even from with­
in the Pyrenees; and they arc already unable to 
furnish as many as are asked for; so greatly is the 
number of their adherents increased and increas­
ing daily, both at Paris and in the provinces. All 
this, it is true, does not prove that their hearts are 
already renewed by the Holy Spirit, and purified 
in the blood of the Lamb. The love of novelty, 
the spirit of independence, and hatred of Jesuit­
ism, may have had much to do in producing this 
change, hut a great actual advance towards true 
religion has been made, and a terrible blow given 
to popery in this kingdom. In vain the Beast and 
the Dragon strive to stop this defection, and for­
bid the reading of the Bible. All their efforts arc 
useless. The religious movement advances, clear­
ly, day by day, in the minds of men, in spite of 
the numerous enemies and obstacles that it meets. 
Never have I seen so great a turn towards the 
Gospel; never so many doors opened, never so 
many religious books sold among the Catholics. 
We cannot procure a sufficient supply from Paris
THE SABBATH.
Confession ok Convicts.—La6t December I , . . .
’was in company a hundred miles with a sheriff, (lent epistle, as it did, at its former session, to t ia
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are men to defend the characters of those, who 
are connected with their own party, while they 
can regard, with indifference, if not with compla­
cency, the vile aspersions and base calumnies 
that are cast upon those, who are active in the 
propagation of what they believe to be the truth 
of the Gospel! Are there none among those, 
from whom better things ought to be expected, 
who, when, as in the days of Jeremiah, defama­
tion was heard on every side, have been ready to 
say, Report and we will report it? A tender re­
gard for the good name of our ministerial breth­
ren, however widely they may differ from us in 
religious belief, ought to be dearly cherished, 
and all attempts to injure their deserved reputa­
tion, with a view to lessen their influence in the 
community, to be met with the indignant frowns 
of marked disapprobation.
The history of all the great characters of the 
Bible is summed up in this one sentence:—they 
acquainted themselves with God, and acquiesced 
in his will in all things.
If you have set out in the ways of God do not 
stumble at present difficulties. Go forward. Look 
not behind.
There is so intimate a connection between the perception 
and relish of truth, and a right disposition of mind, that they 
have a reciprocal influence on each other; so that the mystery 
of faith can only be placed with safety in a pure conscience.— 
R. Had._______ _________________
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Removal.—The-Rev. John P. Robinson of Pennsylva­
nia, has removed to this diocese, and taken charge of St. 
James’ Church, Zanesville, the members of which congrega­
tion have erected a neat and commodious house of public wor­
ship, now ready for consecration.
Kenyon College -Missionary Society__ It is gratifying
to know that the lively interest which has been taken in the 
subject of religion for some months past, in this College, does 
not subside, but is productive of happy and appropriate results. 
Notice was given in the chapel, at evening prayers, June 23d, 
that a meeting of the Students would be held at early candle- 
lighting, to form a Missionary Society. Although previous 
intimation of the design had not been generally given, nor 
any arrangements made for addressing the meeting, the minds 
of the young gentlemen appear to have been prepared for it— 
they had been long praying “thy kingdom come,” and their 
zeal for the cause of Christ was not of that heartless nature 
that it could be content with words. They required no other 
impulse than that which was at work in their own breasts.— 
A society was formed, and the subscriptions handed in with 
an eagerness that scarcely allowed an opportunity for speaking. 
Thirty-five became life-members by paying five dollars each ; 
the annual subscriptions made up the sum of two hundred and 
fifty dollars. May the Spirit which prompted this effort in the 
cause of Zion, continue to be felt among us, until the personal, 
pecuniary and prayerful exertions of the students of Kenyon 
College result in that rich blessing to themselves and others, 
of which, by the good providence of God, they now give us the 
promise.
The Society is auxiliary to the Domestic & Foreign Mis­
sionary Society of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the 
United States.
MINISTERIAL COURTESY.
The liberal and gentlemanly sentiments which 
follow, are extracted from Dr. Codman’s Conven­
tion Sermon, preached before the Congregational 
Ministers, May 16, 1831. They are worthy the 
occasion, and the day of excitement in which we 
live; and we hope they will be transfused not only 
into the feelings and conduct of all Ministers, but 
be principles of action with all professing Chris­
tians of every denomination. [ Watchman.']
It is unfeigncdly to be lamented, that a differ­
ence of opinion on religious subjects should pro­
duce feelings of personal coldness and unfriendly 
aspect among the professed Ministers of the Gos­
pel. It is true, the same kind and degree of 
union cannot be expected to exist among those 
who widely differ in religious opinion, as among 
those who speak the same thing, and are perfectly 
joined together in the same mind and in the same 
judgment. But there is no reason why ministers, 
who may differ essentially in their religious belief, 
should not treat each other with respect, with 
courtesy, with kindness. This is demanded of 
them, as members of society, as men of education, 
who are supposed to be acquainted with what be­
longs to propriety of manners, and correctness of 
deportment, and, especially, as, professedly, sus­
taining the same high and honorable office in the 
church of God. This kindness of feeling and 
courtesy of manners is entirely consistent with 
the most perfect decision of sentiment and inde­
pendence of character. It is not necessary to re­
nounce any of our peculiarities, nor to alter our 
course of conduct as regards the distinguishing- 
points of theological controversy, in order to cul­
tivate that freedom from bitterness and that exer­
cise of kindness enjoined in the text.
Many are the occasions, in which ministers of 
an opposite faith are thrown into each other’s so­
ciety; and it is not unfrequently, the case, that 
they are associated with each other by some of 
the most endeared connexions and charities of 
life. While, then, they maintain with firmness 
fheir respective peculiarities, and give the weight 
of^heir talents and influence to the cause which 
they conscientiously prefer, they ought to cherish 
feelings of mutual kindness, and embrace every 
opportunity to manifest this disposition in the so­
cial intercourse of life. Such opportunities are 
constantly occurring for the exercise of kind and 
benevolent feelings among ministers of a differ­
ent faith. In the various relations of life, their 
congregations are frequently so intermingled as 
occasionally to bring them together in the house 
of rejoicing, and in the house of mourning. Is it 
not desirable that, instead of that cold and formal 
distance which is so often observed, they should 
meet each other with the smile of courtesy, and 
the tear of sympathy? Nor are their own fami­
lies exempt from affliction, nor free from the visits 
of that messenger, who is no respecter of persons 
or of creeds. Are the sympathies of ministers i 
to be restrained to those of their brethren who 
coincide with them in religious belief?—Have we 
no bowels of compassion towards those, who bleed 
under the stroke of divine Providence, because 
they are called by a different name, and worship 
in a different temple? Is it not practicable to 
interchange the kind offices of sympathy and 
friendship, and yet retain our peculiarities and our 
different pursuits?
But it is not merely in the ordinary courtesies 
of life, that I would inculcate upon my ministerial 
brethren the spirit enjoined in our text. We are 
bound by it, to be tender of each other’s reputa- i 
tion. That man is indeed a bigot, who has no re-1 
gard for any but those, who belong to his own i 
sect; and that man is worse than a bigot, I know ' 
not where ‘to find language strong enough to ex­
press my abhorrence of his character, who can 
listen to false reports, unfavorable to the good 
nameof his neighbor, and, especially, his brother 
in the ministry, hecause he belongs to a sect, dif­
ferent and opposite from his own, How ready i
Fayetteville—Christian benevolence seeks the relief both 
of the temporal and spiritual wants of the suffering. The 
students of Kenyon, although they had recently exerted 
themselves for a Missionary Society, and are preparing them­
selves, we trust, to do something for the Colonization Society 
on the 4th of July, when their “ Auxiliary” holds its anni­
versary, could not resist the appeal made to their generosity 
by the houseless inhabitants of Fayetteville. No public meet­
ing has been held, but a subscription paper has been privately
circulated, by which forty dollars have been collected__ We
could wish for our brethren’s sake, that it had been more__
we can only pray that others may be found elsewhere to swell 
the amount, till it shall meet the wants of those who are now 
situated as some of us may hereafter tje.
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Maryland convention.
Chesteh Town, Kent County, Md. )
Wednesday, June 1. y
I he clergy and die lay delegates from the parishes on the 
\\ estern Snore arrived at Chester Town in the afternoon of 
the day of the peceding meeting of the Convention of the Di­
ocese. Mr. Humphries of St. John’s as College, Annapo­
lis, was appointed to preach, and accordingly delivered an ex­
cellent discourse that evening to a large assembly. After ser­
mon it was announced from the pulpit, that. Bishop Stone’s 
Charge would dleivered at II o’clockthe next day—and notice 
was given by another clergyman present, that there would 
be a meeting at the church at 6 o’clock the next morning, 
for prayer. At that hour the church was crowded by an 
assembly of attentive hearers. The Rev. Mr. Hatch open­
ed the exercises by the Confesison and some of the Col­
lects. After which the Rev. Messrs. T. Jackson, Chesley 
and Brooke, delivered short but earnest exhotations, and con­
cluded with reading a portion of Scripture and prayer. Eve­
ry one was pleased—all were attentive. All felt that it was 
“good to be there” and separated rejoicing that they had re­
deemed a portion of precious time, which is too often alas! passed 
in sleep. A similar meeting was held the following morning 
after which the early morning services were discontinued.
After the Missionary Sermon by Mr. Spencer, it was an­
nounced that there would be an ordination in the morning. 
It commenced at 8 A. M. and the Rev. Messrs. Jones and 
Wiltberger were admitted to the holy order of Priests, by the 
“laying on” of hands of the Bishop and the Presbytery the 
Rev. Messrs. Wyatt, Spencer, Humphreys & Jackson assisting.
The Journal, which will soon be published, will give an ac­
count of the whole proceeding. I will notice only the elec­
tion of the Standing Commitee, viz: The Rev. Dr. Wyatt, 
the Rev. Mr. Keech, Rev. Mr. Mitchell and the Rev. Mr. 
Blanchard, for the Western Shore—and the Rev. Messrs. 
Judd, Spencer and M’Elhinney. for the Eastern Shore.
From another source we learn that “the Convention adjourn­
ed on Friday, about 4 o’clock, P. M. ’—Episcopal Recorder.
Colonization Society__ At the instance and request of the
Rev. Mr. Gurley, Secretary of the American Colonization 
Society, a meeting of the clergy of the city was held at the 
rooms of the Tract House, Nassau-street, on Friday the 20th 
May, 1831, Rev. Dr. Milnor was called to the chair, and Dr. 
Cox appointed Secretary. The following resolutions, after 
some statements from the Secretary of the A. C. S. and due 
consideration of the same, were passed unanimously :—
1. Whereas, in the opinion of this meeting, the American 
Colonization Society is a humane and benevolent Institution, 
designed and adapted to promote the best interests of our coun­
try, of the free people of color, and of the African race—» 
therefore,
Resolved, That this meeting consider the plan of taking up 
collections for the American Colonization Society, annually, 
on the Fourth of July, or on the Sabbath next preceding or 
succeeding that day, as peculiarly judicious and appropriate; 
that they will make such collections in tiieir respective church­
es or congregations, and that they earnestly recommend this 
measure to the consideration of the clergy and people of all 
denominations throughout the United States.
2. Resolved, That the proceedings of this meeting be pub­
lished in the journals of this city.
James Milnor, Chairman.
Samuel II. Cox, Secretary.—[N. Y. Obs.
New Publications.—“ The Practice of true Devotion, jn re­
lation to the End, as well as the Means of Religion; with an 
Office for the Holy Communion.” By Robert Nelson, Esq. 
18mo. New-York, T. & J. Swords.
This book is intended for a companion in the closet a 
friend ever at hand, and is not peculiarly adapted for youth, 
but to circulate, through the medium of the Sunday School 
Library, in families, nothing can be better. It ought, there­
fore, to he in every such collection. And to parents if there 
be any such among our readers who have it not, we would say, 
as we do from thorough conviction, that next to the Bible and 
the Prayer book, they will hardly find a manual of devotion 
at once fervent and sober, to equal this; or an equally excel­
lent model on which to form the aspirations of their children.
the Union.—Class IV. Series X. No. 203—“Thf 
; of Greediness.” By Mrs. Cameron. . 
say that this simple narrative (a continuation of the se­
cgun with the Sunday School Teachers) is in Mrs. a- 
i’s plainest style, and that the following extract contains 
»ral, is its sufficient recommendation. _ .
will enter into some particulars. For instance; w , 
re very warm and comfortable in bed, and your mo cr 
'ou to get up, and you long to stay there, t ien pray O 
o give you grace to deny yourself; and strive o s a e < 
sleep, and leave your bed resolutely; an you wou i 
ometimes to repeat the hymn of the sluggar o youise 
ot fill your pockets with eatables when you are coming 
ool; and turn your eyes from them it they come in you,
any occasion when it is improper tor you to ave io , 
iking up for divine help. from
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the lire. In short, my boy, whenever any temptation comes 
in your way, go out to meet it, as David did Goliath, in the 
name of the Lord of Hosts, and your enemies shall tall before 
you as Goliath did before David.”—Family Visiter.
General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church—This ecclesi­
astical body has been in session in this city for more than two 
weeks. The decision which appears to have excited most in­
terest, is that in the case of the llev. Albert Barnes, whose 
sermon “ On the way of Salvation,” had been deemed worthy 
of censure by the Presbytery of Philadelphia, 'l'lie following 
report of the committee appointed to consider the subject, 
was adopted almost unanimously.
I. Resolved. That the General Assembly while it apprcci 
ates the conscientious zeal for the purity of the Church, by 
which the Presbytery of Philadelphia is believed to have been 
actuated, in its proceedings in the case of Mr. Barnes; and 
while it judges that the sermon by Mr. Barnes, entitled ‘The 
Way of Salvation/ contains a number of unguarded and ob­
jectionable passages; yet is of the opinion, that, especially af­
ter the explanations which were given by him of those passa­
ges, the Presbytery ought to have suffered the whole to pass 
without further notice,
2 Resolved, That in the judgment of this Assembly, the 
Presbytery of Philadelphia ought to suspend all further pro­
ceedings in the case of Mr. Barnes.
3. Resolved, That it will expedient, as soon as the regu­
lar steps can be taken, to divide the Presbytery of Philadel­
phia, in such wi.y as will he best calculated to promote tiie 
peace of the ministers and churches belonging to the Pres­
bytery. —
The following statement shows tiie number of passengers 
that arrived in the tZ. States during the nine years preceding:
. Fears.
In 1820...




1823... ...5,243... ...1,034,...... .. 1,889........ .. 8,166
1824.......6,222... ...1,526...... .. 1,812........ .. 9,560






... 1,133.. ........ 21,653
........30,017
1829.... 12,707........4,589.... ........17,29.5
1830, at New-York alone, 29,776. Revenue to
Hospital, £31,325.
The number of emigrants arrived at Quebec this season, up 
to the 3d inst. was 19,874. A considerable proportion of 
them, it is presumed, will find their way to the United States. 
It is estimated that the increase of population it. the United 
States by means of emigrants, is about 1,000 a week, while 
the natural increase is more than 1,000 a day.
Fearful Discovery.—We were favored by yesterday’s mail 
with a letter from New-Orleans of May 1st, (says the Jack­
sonville Observer,) in which we find that an important di - 
coverv had been made a few days previous, in that city. The 
following is an extract:—“Four days ago, as : c.. e planters 
were digging under ground, they found a sqn .• room ccn- 
tair.ing eleven thousand stand of arms, and fifteen thousand 
cartridges; each of the cartridges oontainiug a bullet.” The 
negroes, it is said, intended to rise as soon as the sickly season 
began, and obtain possession of the city by massacreing the 
planters and white population. The same letter states that 
the Mayor had prohibited the opening of Sunday Schools for 
the instruetion of Blacks, under a penalty of five hunured dol­
lars for the fivst offence, and for the second, Death.
Temperance in ihe Navy__ For the annexed General Order,
Mr. Woodbury deserves the thanks of every friend of Tem­
perance ;^-
Navy Department, 15th June, 1831.
All persons in the Naval service entitled to rations, who 
shall voluntarily relinquish the use of that part of them com­
posed of Spirits, shall be paid therefore at the rate of six cents 
per ration, it being the estimated value of that part, as approv­
ed by this Department, September 17th, 1817.
The payments made in pursuance of this regulation, are to 
be charged to the appropriation for provisions.
Levi Woodbury.
To Commanders of Navy Yards, Stations, and Cruising Vessels.
Indian School.—Col. Johnson, mentioned below, has been 
a great favorite of the Anti-Sunday School, &c. party. What 
will they do now ?
“ A donation of books was lately made by our board to an 
Indian school in Kentucky. A letter from Col. K. M. John­
son, dated at the City of Washington, states the following in­
teresting facts: The Choctaw nation of Indians established a 
school at my house, Scott county, Ky. a few years ago. At 
this time we have about one hundred students from four na­
tions, viz: Choctaws, Creeks, Pottawattemies, and Miamies, 
supported chiefly by their own funds. These books are in­
tended for this school; and as we annually send a part of the 
students home, we send part of such books as we have to their 
respective nations.”—Sunday School Jour.
Americans Look at This !—The Jesuit, a Catholic paper in 
this city, holds the following language in a late numi.er:—
“ The Bible Society, in my humble estimation, is the deep- 
est scheme ever laid by Satan in order to delude the human fa­
mily and bring them to his eternal possession ”
The people ought to derive instruction from this audacious 
paragraph, and to consider what sort of religious liberty may 
be expected under papal domination. The Bible has made 
this country what it is—and the Bible Society is doing more 
to ! teak the fetters of oppression, and scatter the mists of de­
lusion, than all the patriotic associations and military orders 
in the world.—Boston. liberator.
Whoever has perused “ Residence, in the Sandwich Islands 
in the years 1823 and 1825,” will learn, with gre at pleasure,
1 that the author, the Rev. C. C. Stewart, of the U. S. Navy, 
has just pul.lilied, in tv. o volumes, another work, elicited by 
a second visit to the South Seas, in the years 1829 and ’50. 
Mr. Stewart went out in the U. S. frigate Guerriere, as Chop- 
lain, and, on her ar: ival in the Pacific, was transferred to the 
U. S. ship Vincennes, in which vessel he visited the scenes of 
his former missionary labors. From the Sandwich Islands, 
the Vincennes proceeded to Manilla, thence to Canton, and, 
touching at the Cape of Coed Hope and St. Htlt'na, arrived 
at New’-York in June, 1830—thus accomplishing a voyage 
around the world__ Political Arena.
Wesleyan University.—At a joint meeting of the boards of 
trustees and visitors of the University, bedel in the city ot Mid­
dletown, Conn, on the 13th ult., the Rev. Stephen Olin was 
electee! Professor of ancient languages, the Rev. J. F. Ilubcr, 
of Carlisle, Pa. Professor of modern languages, anti Dr. T. 
M. Drake of the University of Ohio, having been elected at 
a previous meeting in August last, Professor of natural sci­
ence and mathematics, Mr. Augustus W. Smith, of Caze­
novia academy, was elected Adjunct Professor of mathematics.
Temperance.—An intelligent gentleman informed us that of 
something more than KN) ships belonging to New Bedford, a 
very considerable proportion (52 if we remember right) had 
made their last voyages without the aid of ardent spirits, unless 
perhaps a mere trifle to be used in case of wounds or sickness. 
One of these has brought, in over 5(NN) barrels of oil within 
the last 18 months, and the Captain remarked to us that he 
was perfectly satisfied his men were more efficient without ar­
dent spirits than they could have been with it—N. Y. Merc.
Important Experiment.—In cleaning the cabin of the ship 
Birmingham, on Saturday last, some cotton was used which 
became partly saturated with linseed oil, and after a while it 
took fire. It was then determined to try an experiment. A 
smoll quantity of cotton was partially dipped in linseed oil, 
and placed in the shade, which became ignited in two hours. 
The experiment was repented for the third time, and the result 
was the same, it being two flours each time before the cotton 
took fire.—N. Y. Daily Adv.
We learn from the Ballston Spa Gazette that the Saratoga 
and Schenectady Rail-Road is expected to be completed by a 
year from next August. Cars will pass between Ballston and 
Saratoga Springs within a year from July. It is intended to 
set out trees along the road between Ballston and Saratoga, 
which will render it a most delightful route.
A large building lias been erected in New-York by Jacob 
Lorrillard, Esq. at an expense of $ 100,060. It is denomi­
nated the “Medical Mansion” and is designed for a hospital 
to accommodate sick gentlemen who are able to pay for at­
tendance.
A note to the last number of the North American Review 
states that the original founder of Sunday Schools, was Borro- 
meo, Archbishop of Milan, in the 16th century: and adds, 
“ they have never, we believe, been intermitted to this day, in 
that diocese.”
Washington College__ The Legislature of Connecticut has
made an additional appropriation of .43000 to this rising In­
stitution. Its friends will be happy to learn, that arrange­
ments will be made immediately, for enlarging its collection of 
books and apparatus.—Epis. Watchman.
The Synod of the associated Church of North America, 
have been in session at Cannonsburgh, Pa. for some days past. 
Among other busines transacted, it was resolved to establish a 
Theological Seminary to be located at Cannonsburg, for which 
purpose the sum of sixty thousand dollars was appropriated.
Penitentiary Burnt--- The Georgia Penitentiary, situated at
Milledgeville, was recently burnt down, nothing being left but 
the bare walls. The prisoners were hastily taken out and 
plaecd under a strong guard, but not one of them attempted 
to escape.
Judge Dabney Carr, of the Court of Appeals, has been ap­
pointed to fill the vacancy in the Board of V isitors of the 
University of Virginia, occasioned by the resignation of Mr. 
Monroe.—Political Arena.
Census of the City of New- York—It is now ascertained 
that the City of New-York contains a population of two hun­
dred and three thousand and fifteen souls.
Freight is now carried from Pittsburgh to Philadelphia for 
one dollar per cwt. The price six years ago, we are told, was 
eight dollars per cwt.
Expedition for Liberia__ A vessel is expected to leave New-
York in the course of a few days, to touch at Norfolk to re­
ceive emigrants, and proceed thence to Liberia.
A Life of Daniel Webster, by Col. S. L. Knapp, is said to 
be ready for the press.
ECCLESIASTICAL.
The Rev. T. S. W. Mott, has resigned the Rectorship of 
Trinity Church, Columbia, (S. C.) which is nov vacant.
ilie Rev. Iliinh Adams, lately missionary ot W atertown, 
| Jefferson co., and parts adjacent, has been invited to the Rector­
ship of Christ Church, Binghampton, Broon.e co, (N. Y.y 
and has entered upon his dutit s at that ph.ee__ Auburn Gos­
pel Messenger.
\\ c ore gratified to have it in onr power to announce to the 
public, that the Rev. Levi S. Ives, Rector of St. Luke's 
Church, in New-York, has accepted the Bishopric of North- 
Carolina, to which he was elected by the late Convention of 
that diocese,— Churchnunt.
Ordination—By Bishop Ondcrdonk, of Pennsylvania, oil 
Sunday morning, June 5th, in Trinity Church, Pittsburgh, 
Mr. Samuel West Selden, was admitted to Deacon’s ordcin
New Churches—On Friday^afterr.oon, June, 10, the Right 
Rev. Bishop Ondcrdonk, of the Diocese of New-York, laid 
the corner stone of a new church, to be erected in the village 
of Ulster, Ulster county, and called Trinity Church__ lb.
On Friday, the 27th May, the corner stone of a new Epis­
copal Church was laid in Poultney, Vt., by the Rev. Joel 
Clapp, Rector of the church in Woodstock.
FOREIGN.
FOURTH RETREAT OF TIIE RUSSIANS.
At length we have received authentic intelligence from Po­
land, and, we rejoice to say, of the most cheering kind. The 
Russian Commander-in-chief, who, some months ago, in the 
plenitude of presumption, pledged himself to his master, that, 
by a certain day, he would display the Russian eagle in War­
saw, has again been foiled, his plans again deranged, and, with 
the bulk of his troops, he has been obliged to fall back, in dis­
comfiture and disgrace, before the army of the patriots. This 
is the fourth time that this doughty conqueror, whose high 
pretensions have now become a laughing-stock even to his 
own thick-headed followers, has seen his claims to immortality 
vanish.
The only drawback to this exliilerating news is the state­
ment (of which the accuracy is no longer questionable) of 
cholera morbus prevailing amongst the Polish troops. It is 
said, however, to be abating of its virulence and mortality.
British and Foreign Bible Society—Our readers will pcrr 
ceive, with deep regret, from the summary notice which wa 
give below, that the harmony of the British and Foreign Bi­
ble Society has been disturbed by the attempt to introduce a 
new article into their constitution, requiring as a condition of 
membership, an avowal of a belief in the doctrine of the Tri-> 
nity. In the British and Foreign Bible Society the attempt 
faded, the resolution of Air. Cordon having been rejected by 
an immense majority; but the next week in the Naval and 
Military Bible Society the same resolution was carried with 
verv little opposition. From the feeling manifested there can 
be little doubt that the question will be agitated by the auxi­
liary societies in every part of the kingdom, and it is to be. 
feared that the consequences will be such as all good men will 
deplore. Wc will still hope, however, for the best—Y. Y. Obs.
The annual meeting of this Society was held oii*Wednes- 
day, May 4th, at Exeter-Hall, in London; Lord Bexley in 
the chair. The Report of the Committee^ was read by tire 
Secretary, from which it appeared that the total number of 
copies of the Scriptures circulated last year was 343,849—be­
ing an increase of 35,500 on tiie number circulated in the 
preceding year—and making the total number of copies cir­
culated since the commencement of the Society, 7,424,727. 
The amount of the funds received last year was £95,424. 2r. 
3d-being an increase of £10,441, above those of the precede 
ing year. The expenditure of the last year was £83,200, lic- 
ing a total expenditure since the commencement of the Socie­
ty ^of H. 879,972, 2s. 3d. In the last year 164 new Societies 
were formed, being 37 more than had been formed in the pre­
vious year
Latest from Liberia.—By the return of the United States* 
frigate Java, veTy gratifying intelligence has been received 
from the Colony. We have letters both from the.Colonial 
Agent, Dr. Mechlin, and the Colonial Physician, Dr. Tod- 
sen, representing the health and prospects of the settlement as 
highly encouraging, and the general state of things in the Co­
lony as prosperous and improving. Doctor Todsen states that 
out of a large number of patients for whom he had been call­
ed to prescribe, only one had died, and this death occurred in 
consequence of a “stay of six months among the natives, ex­
posed to the deadly nocturnal exhalations.’ Dr. Mechlin 
speaks of a visit to the St. Paul’s, and of having discovered, 
opposite to Millsburg, an eligible site for a saw-mill, surround­
ed by valuable timber, and expresses his determination to have 
the mill erected, and put in operation without delay—African 
Repository.
Portugal._ Private letters, received on Friday night by tl;e»
mail from Lisbon, state that the British squadron, consisting of 
a 74 gun ship, two frigates, four Corvettes, and three brigs, 
had arrived in the Tagus, and demanded a categorical answer 
to the demands of the British Government, all negocictions. 
on the subjects in dispute being expressly prohibited. In the 
event of an unfavorable answer being given the British Consul, 
Mr.. Spence, was ordered immediately to embark, and the com­




The following was written bxj the Hon. St. George Tucker, 
of Virginia, on being solicited to know, why ka had ceased to 
court the Poetic Muse ?
Days of my youth! ye have glided away;
Hairs of my youth ! ye are frosted and gray;
Eyes of my youth ! your keen sight is no more ;
Cheeks of my youth ! ye are furrow’d all o’er;
Strength of my youth ! all your vigor is gone;
Thoughts of my youth! your gay visions are flown !
Days of my youth! I wish not your recall;
Hairs of my youth ! I’m content you should fall; 
Eyes of my youth ! ye much evil have seen;
Cheeks of my youth ! bath’d in tears have you been; 
Thoughts of my youth! ye have led me astray, 
Strength of my youth ! why lament your decay;
Days of my age ! ye will shortly be past!
Pains of my age ! yet a while you can last;
Joys of my age! in true wisdom delight;
Eyes of my age! be Religion your light;
Thoughts of my age! dread ye not the cold sod! 
Hopes of my age! be fix’d on your God.
MISCELLANY.
Algiers__-The French have conquered a kingdom as large
as Spain, with as fine a climate, and commanding the entrance 
of that land of terrors and treasures, the central region of
Africa__ They are going on A la Francoise in all points.
They have compelled the Moors to clean their streets, and do 
not despair of making them wash their shirts and faces in 
time. They have run up a central avenue through Algiers, 
and ventilated the town. They have slain the mongrels that 
infested the streets, and reduced an establishment of dung­
hills as venerable as Mahomet. They have built an Opera- 
house, ordering the wealthy Moors to put their names on the 
box list, and subscribe, as becomes patrons of the fine arts. 
They have arranged a circle of private boxes in the theatre, to
hiclithe ladiesof theseveral Harems have keys, andwherethey 
listen to Italian songs, learn to be delighted with the roman­
tic loves of Europe, and turn over a leaf in human nature, 
which no Algerine Houri ever turned before. A detachment 
of dancing-masters has been brigaded for the service, and mo­
diste “From Paris” are rapidly opening shops in the “Grand 
Sue Royale.” The ladies are as might be expected, in rap­
tures with the change, and go out shopping with the air of an 
elegante of the Fouxburg St Germain. Galignani daily com­
municates to the Algerine coffee houses the news of the 
world of which they they hitherto knew no more than of the 
news of the dog-star. All is gaiety, gesticulation, and the 
march of intellect. If a great three-tailed bashaw feels dis­
posed to express the slightest dislike of the new regime, they 
order him to be shaved, dispossess him of his turban, pipe, and 
scimetar, and send him to learn the manual exercise under one 
of their serjeants. The remedy is infallible. In twelve hours 
j revolution is effected in all his opinions; he learns the 
French art of looking delighted under all circumstances, and 
returns from the drill a changed man. The offending Mauri­
tanian is disciplined out of him, and the parade has inducted 
him into the march of mind for the rest of his days. The 
French are dstilling brandy from sea-weeds; are teaching buf­
faloes to draw their cabriolets; have already formed a subscrip­
tion pack of tiger hounds; and except that they are scorched 
to a cinder, with the more serious evils, that they must wait a 
week for the Paris news and have not been been able to pre­
prevail on Potier and Mademoiselle Du Pay to join their 
theatre, are as happy as sultans-—El. Report.
Anecdote of Universalism—Sir, The following anecdote 
was tfsmmnnicated by a gentleman of undoubted veracity in­
timately acquainted with the characters and facts, to which it 
alludes. In a town, in the interior of this commonwealth, 
come years past the hoard of Selectmen was composed of 
four gehtlemen, who were professed Universalists; the fifth 
Was a pious physician, and a member of an Orthodox church. 
During the year, these gentlemen had not entered into any 
religious disputes; and had conducted the business of their 
office in harmony. At their last meeting, it was agreed by 
the four Universalists to have a pull with the Doctor. For 
this purpose, they selected their most able champion. After 
the business was finished, th<» champion said, “ Doctor, we 
have been very happy in being associated with you the year 
past, and that the business of the town has been conducted 
with so great liarmoney, and so much to our satisfaction, and, 
I believe, to the satisfaction of our constituents. We have 
found you to be a man of good sense,—of extensive informa­
tion,—of unbending integrity, and of the purest benevolence. 
It is astonishing to us, that a man of youv amiable character 
should believe the doctrine of future punishment.” To which 
the Doctor replied, “ Gentlemen I should regret very much the 
forfeiture of the good opinion, which your partiality has led 
you to entertain of me. Will you have the goodness to an­
swer candidly, a few questions?” Do you believe in a future 
state?”—-They replied, “we do.”—“You believe that death 
•will introduce all men to a state of perfect happiness!” Of 
this we have no doubt.” “ Are you now happy!” “We 
are not; we are far from it.” “ TIow do men act when they 
are unhappy, and know that happiness is within their reach ?” 
'They endeavor to attain that happiness*” Do you believe that
I understand the nature aud operations of Medicine?”—“We 
have no doubt, Doctor, of your skill in your profession; but 
what has that to do with the subject?”—“In this box, said 
the Doctor, taking a tin bon in his hands, “ are pills, which 
if you swallow each of you one, will without pain, carry you, 
within one hour, out of this world of trouble; and (if your doc­
trine be true) place you in a world of perfect felicity. Will you 
accept one?”—“No sir.”—“Will you?” “ No sir.” When 
they bad all refused, the Doctor said, “ You must excuse me, 
gentlemen, from embracing your doctrine, until I have bet­
ter evidence that you believe it yourselves.” This closed the 
dispute----Watchman.
Wishart, the Scotch Reformer.—When Wishart was at 
one time in the neighborhood of Ayr, he received intelli­
gence that a contagious distemper had proved very fatal in 
Dundee. He immediately went thither, that he might ad­
minister consolation to the sufferers. He strengthened their 
fortitude by the prospect which religion discloses; be prevent­
ed all unnecessary intercourse between the healthy and the 
sick; and he relieved the urgent wants of those whose severe 
poverty rendered the visitations of disease doubly distressing. 
Such beneficence, al.evieting to multitudes the severity of 
pain, and the anguish of affliction, was repaid by the warmest 
gratitude; and the feelings with which he was now almost 
universally regarded gave an energy to his instructions which 
alike impressed the understanding, and affected the heart. 
His enemies, afraid to have recourse to open violence, attemt- 
ed to assassinate him. A priest, impelled either by his own 
gloomy bigotry, or employed as h s, though without any suffi­
cient authority, been surmised by Cardinal Beaton, resolv­
ed to accomplish his destruction. For that purpose, the 
priest placed himself, one day that Wishart was preaching, at 
the foot of the pulpit, with a dagger concealed under his robe. 
Either the agitation of his countenance, or the peculiarity of 
his appearance, happily fixed the attention of Wishart J and 
as he descended the steps of the pulpit, he with much presence 
of mind, seized the hand which grasped the weapon intended 
for his destruction. The criminal, dismayed at his intrepidi­
ty, fell at his feet, and acknowledged his guilt. The multi­
tude, agitated and inflamed by such depravity, would at once 
have sacrificed the wv-tch to their resentment, had not Wish­
art restrained their violence. He clasped the culprit in his 
arms, that he might ensure his protection ; and calling out to 
the people, declared that since he had escaped injury, he ought 
to fee1 grateful for an accident which showed him what he 
had to fear from the inveterate animosity of his persecutors.
Professor Hermann__ “ Professor Hermann is now fifty-
four years of age, and about five feet seven inches in height. 
In li s face, his eye, his conversation, his walk, and emphasis, 
you discover a life and animation rarely seen in Germany. 
His two ruling passions are, a love of equestrianism and of 
Greek. He is on his horse several hours daily; and were he 
disposed he would doubtless give as able lectures on horseman­
ship, as on the poetry of .ancient Greece. When he enters his 
lecture room, he is usually clad in his riding dress, consisting 
of a coat, light buckskin pantaloons, long boots and spurs. 
He has also a riding whip in his hand, and in his dress presents 
very little of the antique cast of scholastic literature.— 
Although his exterior is at first so unlike the stroawf, this is 
unobserved by the stranger as soon as he commences his lec­
tures. His Latin is so pure, and delivered with so muph ease 
and elegance, that you find it difficult to realize that it is not his 
native language. He is enthusiastic in his love of Greek lit­
erature, and has so completely indentified himself with ancient 
Greek, that his mind lives in the plains, mountains, cities, 
and temples of that country. He peruses the works >?f the 
old Grecians, more than those of the Saxons of the nineteenth 
century, mentally p irticipates in all their festivals and amuse­
ments, converses with their philosophers, poets, historians, and 
mingles with them in all their foreign and domestic combats. 
His lecture-room is literally overflowing; every seat and va­
cant passage being occupied by the students, many of whom 
are compelled to stand. Even the door, the passage, and as 
far beyond it as his voice will reach, are equally thronged. 
Long before the hour of his arrival they crowd into his room; 
and while he lectures no sound is heard but that, of his voice, 
and that of hundred,- of pens treasuring his observations* 
Hermann’s fame in England, is little inferior to that which he 
enjoys in this country, as I have been informed, he received 
an invitatiou to accept a professor's chair at Oxford, and; if I 
mistake not, at Cambridge also. This country has had no 
Greek scholar, except Wolf, to compare with him. By some 
of the admirers of the Berlin professor, Herman would be 
placed just below him, but the majority of voices would place 
tiie wreath on Hermann’s brow. ’
Intelligence of Birds.—A gentleman, a few doors from 
us, relates, the following:—A son of his, in the early part of the 
1 season, put up a cage in his gardon, intended for the blue-bird 
; Soon after it was completed, a pair of wrens paid it a visit and 
j being pleased with the tenement, took possession and com­
menced building a ne-t. Before, however, the nest was com­
pleted a pair of blue-birds arrived, laid claim to the cage, and 
after a hard battle succeeded in ousting the wrens and forth­
with completed a nest on a plan of their own. But the male 
wren was a bird of spirit, aud not disposed to submit tamely 
to the injury. Some days after, watching his opportu­
nity when his antagonist was away he entered the cage, 
and commenced rolling the eggs o ut of the nest* He had 
thrown out but one, when the blye-bird discovered him, and
vires, uuucaii niiiiit-uiaie auacK.
safety in a neighboring currant hush, and by his activity in 
dodging about among the branches and on the ground, succeed­
ed in eluding his enraged adversary. The blue-bird gave up 
I the chase, and returned to examine the condition of his nest, 
Ihe egg had luckily fallen on a soft bed, and was not broken. 
After a careful examination, he took it in his claws and retur- 
ed it safely to the nest— Catskill Recorder.
Changes of the Human Body—Dr. Jamesons in his 
work on the Changes of the Human Body, gives the following 
table of the periods at which the most important changes ar-
: [Evening Post.
I he teeth are renewed at the seventh year.
Puberty arrives at twice seven,
Full stature at three times seven,
The vigor of growth at four times seven,
The greatest vigor of body and mind at five times seven 
The commencement of decay at six times seven,
General decay aud decrease of energy at seven times seven, 48 
Old age at eight times seven, 5(5







Indian Eloquence—The eloquence of the North Ameri­
can Indian has never appeared to full advantage; the interpre­
ters generally employed being ignorant and illiterate persons. 
There is often no less ingenuity than beauty in their ideas.—. 
One of the settlers on our Western borders, had used a great 
deal of argument to an Indian, in order to dissuade him from 
an hostile expedition on which he was about to set out. The 
Indian listened with fixed attention, and when his adviser had 
ceased, replied, that what he had been saying was undoub tedly 
extremely just; but that his feelings and resentments were not 
thus to be reasoned away. ‘Your arguments,’ said he, ‘arc­
like good medicine, which yet often fails of effect; the patient 
takes it, but the pulse continues high in his temple.'
Tarring and Feathering.—Tarring and feathering is not 
a punishment of modern invention. Among Richard Cceur 
de Lion’s ordinances for seamen, was one which provided “that 
i if any man were taken with theft or pickery, and thereof con- 
j victed, he should have his head polled, and hot pitch poured 
upon his pate, and upon that the feathers of some pillow or 
cushion shaken aloft, that he might thereby be known for a 
thief, and at the next arrival of the ships to anv land, be put 
forth of the company to seek his adventures, without all hope 
of return to his fellows.”—Journal of Law.
The Vulture’s Power of Sight —Professor Lichensteia 
remarked, when travelling in South Africa, that if an animal 
chanced to die in the very midst of the most desert wilderness, 
in less than half an hour there was seen, high in the zenith, 
a number of minute objects descending in spiral wheels, and 
increasing in visible magnitude at every revolution. These 
are soon discovered to he a flight of vultures, which must have 
observed, from a height viewless to the human eve, the drop­
ping of the auimal immediately marked out for prey.
The Potatoe.—Sixty-six years ago this vegetable was in­
troduced into Hertfordshire in England: since that time agues 
and other disorders of that kind have entirely disappeared.
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